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On behalf of the MSA Shura, we hope you enjoy this issue. Please understand that this is the culmination of 
the hard work of your fellow students and the scholars of our community. Therefore, it needs to be treated 

with all due respect. If you are not going to read the issue, kindly refrain from using it otherwise. Many of the 
articles, if not all, have direct Islamic themes therein, and some may include verses from the Holy Qur’an or 
Hadith of the Prophet (S). Thus, it is to our common understanding that everyone will treasure this humble 

work. May Allah (SWT) allow Al-Risalah to serve as the beacon of light it is intended to be, Aameen. 
~ The Al-Risalah Staff
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President’s Farewell
2 FAREWELL

I never thought a farewell reflection could feel so weighty.  I can safely say that much to the dismay of the Risalah team I 
have spent a good portion of the past 72 hours, post-deadline, pouring over how I could possibly and genuinely summarize 
my time spent here. So in the words of the great cliché, here it goes…

Although this is supposed to be my reflection I’ll ask you, the reader, to reflect on a quote for a moment, “We as human be-
ings are simply the sum of our individual experiences.” That is the various moments of our lives, describe precisely who we 
are at this present moment. For all of you 90s children, remember the game Jenga? A fragile nerve-wrecking tower built from 
curiously stacked wooden rectangles. Disregard the object of the game for a second and imagine that each piece of the puzzle 
is any one experience you have had. One piece is you walking to class this morning, the next is your third birthday, moving on 
to your first infatuation with someone of the opposite gender, your first bicycle, last week’s Shura meeting, and so on.

Our MSA is basically a conglomeration of everybody’s respective experiences. When we break down the Jenga tower, those 
little pieces independently mean very little. But in its entirety, contextualizing each block is everything. The pieces above, be-
low, under, and around, define and substantiate the tower’s essence. By itself our brief period here at Loyola serving the LUC 
community with a dedicated group of sisters and brothers is insignificant. Nevertheless when you take a moment to survey 
the whole puzzle that is our mission, it becomes easy to see that what we have accomplished is a crucial piece.

That begs the question, what exactly is that mission? Way back in the fall while interviewing for the two Freshman Repre-
sentative Shura positions, we concluded each interview with a seemingly simple and straightforward request. “Come up with 
a mission statement for the MSA.” Naturally, the responses began with an interval of utter silence. Now I’ll be honest, looking 
back I don’t think that even we as board members ever took the time to consider what we hoped to represent. I believe it hit 
us sometime early this spring semester as we deliberated on the title of our upcoming talk by Ustadh Usama Canon: “Creating 
Safe Spaces.” Before we knew it, the lecture had concluded and the next set of questions were made obvious as a result. Is our 
MSA a safe space? If not, how do we make it one?

Usama Canon left us with a prelude to the answer. We have no choice but to change and become a centripetal force that 
brings all people together, not a centrifugal one that pushes “outliers” away. To achieve this, that force has to demand a mind-
set that says, “Hold yourself to your own ‘private maximum,’ and ask nothing of others besides the ‘public minimum.’” * Any-
one should be able to walk through the same doors which read, “Verily only through the remembrance of Allah do hearts find 
rest,” without first having to remember to fit some sort of stereotype or image.

So looking forward we have to get real with our collective selves as a group of Muslims on campus and really tune into that 
first quote above.  In regards to our MSA experience where were we last year? Last month? Last Friday? Where will we be 
this Friday? This fall? All with respect to now. The change we want to instill is dynamic one and we have to grasp that. It’s a 
derivative of something with respect to another. MashaAllah our MSA is filled with ridiculously talented and inspirational in-
dividuals with many more waiting to be realized.  In the coming years, I earnestly hope that their combined skills will continue 
to build a safe space on campus using only the most beneficial of what came before as a foundation. Additionally, I hope that 
we can appreciate even our differences as being the most crucial of those building blocks. Know this: Every idea matters, and 
the person behind that idea matters even more.

Finally I have said this many times before, and I will continue to say it for as long as I can. What we have represents a small 
subset of a small subset of a small subset of a microcosm of respective Muslim students all around the globe. Contrastingly, 
what the Most High has blessed us with however is both a candidly sublime and marvelously precious gift. So if I can leave you 
with one thing, it is to just take a moment and remember this as you pray, eat and relax in the Musalla.  Remember this as you 
listen to someone like Omar Suleiman speak words that pierce you somewhere very deep. Remember this as you effortlessly 
walk around our beautiful campus on a more beautiful lake. Remember this as you and some friends venture to Devon for a 
late meal. Remember this at the Shura meeting where you consider the color the balloons will be at the Fast-a-thon banquet. 
Remember this as you head back home to your living quarters to retire for the night. Remember this when you find yourself 
in a place where the nature of reality is frighteningly different than the one you find here overflowing with mercy. Vitally, re-
member this when you consider where you were, where you are, and where you’re going.

Everything that I have attempted to say is a reminder to me, myself, and I first and foremost. May Allah (SWT) continue to 
bless us and may He graciously intensify our nur.

Wasalaamu ‘Alaykum wa Rahmatullahi Wa Barakatoh,

Laith Elkurd
MSA President, 2013-2014
*Shout out to Sidi Usama Canon for the wordage.
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Saying goodbye. It’s something we all have to do at some point in our lives. Some of those times might be harder than 
others, but with every end comes a new beginning. I can say that I’m truly lucky to have something so great that makes 
saying goodbye so hard. That something, of course, is Al-Risalah and all the memories that come along with it. 

I have no idea how my two years working with this newsletter went by so fast; it seems like just yesterday when I was a 
freshman starting off as an Editor. I fell in love with it from the start, and it taught me a lot. Al-Risalah both only helped me 
further my passion for writing, but it was the means through which I got involved with MSA. It gave me the opportunity 
to meet some beautiful people, and an even more beautiful sisterhood, which I will carry with me for a lifetime inshAllah. 
Through the submission of diverse pieces for our issues, Al-Risalah helped me become aware of and embrace the different 
perspectives we have on campus. It showed me the power of words and the myriad of ways people have used them to 
vocalize their opinions. Al-Risalah not only became a platform for brothers and sisters on campus to express themselves, 
but for me as well.

Looking back and seeing how much Al-Risalah has evolved for the better is unbelievable, and that’s all due to Allah 
(SWT). He blessed me with an amazing and dedicated team. This goes out to every individual who has contributed - the 
writers, designers, editors, and printers. The progress of Al-Risalah through each issue would not have been possible 
without your hard work, time, and creativity. I pray that all of your efforts are accepted inshAllah and that Allah (SWT) 
continues to make Al-Risalah a beacon of light which not only act as a means of knowledge, but flourishes as an outlet 
where every student can feel comfortable to share their thoughts. Because even though we’re not all writers, I’m sure each 
of us knows of a story that needs to be discovered and told. And where else is a better place to do that than Al-Risalah? For 
those who have been part of my wonderful experience at Loyola, I’ll miss you. Lastly, if you are reading this and I’ve done 
anything to hurt or offend you in any way, please forgive me.
Keep in touch and salaam,

Shaziya Barkat
Newsletter Coordinator

Newsletter Coordinator Farewell

How do you say farewell to the people who made four years of your life so unbelievably wonderful?
Thank you for giving me a home away from home, for exemplifying the true meaning of akhuwa (brotherhood), and for your 

salaams and positivity. Thank you for challenging me to better myself, for showing me the beauty of giving back and celebrat-
ing one another, and for helping me strengthen my relationship with Allah(SWT). 

While reflecting over what to include in this farewell, I realized I don’t have much parting advice. I wanted to share, however, 
the three things that I continue to struggle with and wish I did more of during my time here:

Being Grateful: These four years just fly by! Our time at Loyola consists of thousands of ups and downs, and as our amazing 
alumni constantly reminded me, never forget to thank Him for both. It is during the “bad” and the stressful, that we are most 
challenged to change and grow. Allah (SWT) tells us that He never burdens a soul more than he or she can bear. And that’s a 
promise from the best of planners and the Most Loving (SWT) that we CAN handle anything, God willing.  During the times 
when you feel your hard work isn’t “paying off,” know that Allah (SWT) knows when we’re trying our best and He is rewarding 
you in ways we couldn’t even begin to imagine.

Not Procrastinating: Our amazing mentor Professor Mozaffar reminds us time and time again that the person we are to-
day will be the same person we will be a year from now, 10 years from now, or even 40 years from now unless we’re actively 
trying to change. Procrastination seems to trump productivity every time. More significantly, I delay making some of those 
necessary changes to better myself and strengthen my imaan. The idea that we can essentially procrastinate our whole lives 
away is frightening. What better time than in college to reflect on who we hope to be and actively take small and consistent 
steps toward improvement insha’Allah. 

Doing Justice to our Sisters (and Brothers): The brotherhood and sisterhood that we have at LUC is something we men-
tion often, but sometimes it can get easy to lose sight of the obligations that this beautiful bond carries. Do we love for one 
another what we want for ourselves? Do we cherish our relationships and the people in them? Do we celebrate one another’s 
differences and accomplishments? Do we, at the very least, say salaam to one another?

I ask you all to please find it in your hearts to forgive me for my shortcomings or if I’ve wronged, knowingly or unknowingly, 
any of you during my time here. If there’s anything I can do to make it up to you, please let me know. I pray that Allah (SWT) 
allows us to make the most of our college days and this life, makes us people of genuine compassion and service, and reunites 
us again and our families in Jannatul-Fardous, Allahuma Ameen! JazaakumAllahu khair for an amazing college experience. 

Assalaamalykum Wa Rahmatallahi Wa Barakhatu. 
Your sister, Yara Shams

Vice-President’s Farewell Advice
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To keep tradition alive, this year’s Islam Awareness Week 
started with the “Taste of Faith” event. With tables and food rep-
resenting various geographical regions, our MSA exemplified 
diversity at its finest. Students from all over campus came out 
to enjoy fine cuisines from Europe, South America, Africa, North 
America, South Asia, Asia, and the Middle East.

     Every table had both a delicacy and an educational item to al-
low viewers to learn more about Islam’s origins and statistics in 
the designated regions. The turnout was wonderful Alhamdul-
lilah, and the food was a hit. “Taste of Faith” showcased every-
thing from cupcakes and pizza from Europe and North America, 
to veggie tofu noodles and falafel from Asia and the Middle East. 
Overall, the event was a great success and start to IAW. 

Tahera Ahmad went to a private Islamic school before at-
tending public Niles West High School. When she decided to 
transition into wearing a headscarf, it was normal to her. In 
high school, Ahmad was on the varsity basketball team and 
the records she broke in track still stand to this day. However, 
everything changed when the fire nation 
attacked her senior year after the unfortu-
nate events of September 11th streamed 
through the media. The locker room got 
quiet and her English teacher was sin-
cerely concerned, “If your father beats you 
at home, I am here for you.” During a bas-
ketball game, she was sidelined because of 
her hijab uniform when a parent told her, 
“It is a shame they let you back in.”

Being a devoted fellow American Muslim and a courageous 
orator, Ahmad shared her journey as a modern Muslim 
woman and listed a few key points in her lecture about 
American Islam to the Loyola audience.

Ahmad highlighted and discussed three misconceptions 
non-Muslims usually have about Islam: 

1) Islam promotes violence and terrorism. 
2) Muslim women are oppressed.
3) All Muslims are Arabs or from Saudi Arabia. 

By giving a brief overview of the true practices of Islam 
and Muslims’ theological responsibilities, she urged her 
audience to not only continue their virtuous path but also 
to be aware of how other Muslims are responding to these 
misconceptions.

Some Muslims have organized into communities in 

Taste of Faith
Mehreen Rahim | Editor

which they protest and march to educate non-Muslims that 
Islam is indeed a religion of peace. Ahmad also informed us 
that suicide bombers are a reality, but we must understand 
how certain situations lead to people becoming suicide bomb-
ers. We must understand the difference of “who is recruiting 

and who has been recruited.” Ahmad further 
pointed out that women in Islam are respect-
ed and have rights as well.

She ends her speech by stating Muslims 
come from different backgrounds, ethnici-
ties, and occupations. We need to share who 
we truly are so these false accusations and 
prejudices about Islam can disappear. We are 

spread wide across the globe and all we need to do is open up 
our secret lives and have a continuous dialogue with fellow 
Muslims and non-Muslims.

The Secret Lives of Muslims

“...all we need to do 
is open up our secret 

lives and have a 
continuous 
dialogue...”

Sonia Sherwani | Editor
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Wednesday, April 2, marked a day our unity as Muslims was exemplified campus-wide. Participants of other religions and 
cultures joined our MSA in the publicizing of the meaning, feelings, and beauty in wearing hijab. I think I speak on behalf of the 
majority when I say the turnout for those who “walked a mile in her hijab” was astounding mashaAllah. When we gathered for 
the picture in the quad, seeing an enormous group of girls wearing pink hijabs congregate in the center of campus was heart-
warming to say the least. One of our sisters reflected on her experience wearing the hijab for a day:

“Wearing a hijab yesterday felt amazing. I loved the unity and purpose of it all. I woke up this morning and felt like putting it 
on again but decided I’ll do it when I’m fully committed and ready. InshAllah, it’s soon.” – Anonymous

Many people underestimate the true meaning of wearing a hijab. I think this experience was definitely an enlightening one 
for many, myself included. The strengthening of sisterhood, faith, and oneself are amongst the blessings that came with this 
day. You never really realize how unified we are as Muslims on campus until you walk by another girl wearing a pink hijab and 
automatically exchange smiles. This day, undoubtedly, embodied the theme of this week – to increase awareness of Islam. 

The power of art is wondrous. Islamic art has had a profound impact on the world from the 8th cen-
tury during the reign of Abbasid caliphates to the fall of the Ottoman Empire in the 20th century. The 
Alhambra Palace in Granada, Spain, a majestically example of the elegant art of the emirs of the 9th 
century and has been described by poets as “a pearl set in emeralds”. Likewise, the Blue Mosque built in 
17th century is considered the mystical gem of the Ottoman Empire. The architecture style in the Blue 

Mosque has not only influenced numerous mosques in Turkey but also throughout the world. 
I find art intriguing because of a certain independence the artist enjoys from his instrument. No 

matter what medium is used, art is only as compelling as the artists mind. A lavish pen doesn’t tell any 
better stories. People of all calibers use art to express thoughts, feelings, emotions, memories and con-
cerns otherwise obscured. Art is in culture, religion, architecture, and heart. Art is used to find God. Art 

is companionship. Art lives on. 
On Tuesday April 1st, Loyola MSA hosted yet another exhilarating Art Exhibit, titled Tapestry of Mas-

tery, as a part of the University’s annual Islam Awareness Week. The exhibit included paintings, cultural 
artifacts, and other fine art showcases.  A separate segment included a henna station, a calligraphy 
station, and an ongoing nasheed performance throughout the exhibit, all of which was donned by the 

talented student artists of Loyola. 
The exhibit in itself was nothing short of breathtaking. Each of the twenty masterpieces left the ob-

server in awe. Each piece offered a unique sense of essence and abstraction. A phenomenon of the 
event that caught my attention was the queues forming around the henna and calligraphy stations. It is 
not only human nature to create art, but a desire to be a part of it is intrinsic as well. And rightfully so, 

who would abstain from an opportunity to find God within themselves?
“Art is a collaboration between God and the artist, and the less the artist does the better.” – Andre Gide

Tapestry of Mastery
Aoun Khan | Staff Writer

Walk A Mile In Her Hijab
Mehreen Rahim | Editor
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As a Muslim woman who wears the 
hijab in the United States, I have felt the 
need to state and restate that Islam does 
not “oppress women,” it empowers them. 
In the last few weeks, I have gotten so 
many questions about gender equality 
and whether or not men and women are 
really treated equally in Islam. Though I 
am respectful and cautious with my an-
swers, in my head I’m thinking, “Really? 
Men and women are not biologically 
equal; therefore, I don’t know why gen-
der roles should be cut and dry EQUAL.” 
In Islam, the roles of women accommo-
date for the biological inequality and 
therefore create an equal playing ground 
for both men and women.

It was like a breath of fresh air when 
I attended the lecture on Female Schol-
arship in Islam, on Wednesday of Islam 
Awareness Week. The guest speaker, 
Hind Makki, walked us through the role 
of women in early Islamic history and 
in the modern world. She started off by 
clarifying that Islam does not oppress 
women and historically did not oppress 
women.

This idea of oppression stems from 
lack of primary education for children of 

both genders. The perspective that is of-
ten shown is that Muslim men are inher-
ently oppressive and women need to be 
freed from the veil. But in actuality, the 
denial for access to education is the true 
form of oppression.  Makki explained 
that we're [veiled women] trying to re-
frame the narrative by telling our stories.

Makki started at the beginning of Is-
lamic history to share the significant role 
that women played in laying down the 
foundation of the Islamic faith. Ayesha 
(r), the second wife of the Prophet Mo-
hammad peace be upon him, transmitted 
around 1500-2400 hadith or the sayings 
and doings of the Prophet Mohammad 
(S). In the first years after the Prophet’s 
passing women were the majority of the 
individuals transmitting hadith. Usually 
men were the ones that would compile 
hadith because they would travel. Wom-
en would transmit because they often 
had a shorter chain of transmission. No 
woman has ever been accused of forg-
ery. Women who were transmitting were 
mostly women who were closest to the 
Prophet (S).  These women have been 
the source of many hadith that the Sunni 
tradition has accepted as authentic.

Then began a period where wom-
en weren’t doing as much in regards 
to scholarly work. Asma Sayeed, in her 
book Women and the Transmission of 
Religious Knowledge in Islam (Cam-
bridge Studies in Islamic Civilization), 
follows the scholarship of women in 
depth throughout Islamic history.  

Makki also spoke about her blog, “Side 
Entrance” where women can share pho-
tos and express their feelings on female 
prayer spaces within the Muslim com-
munity. Some of the questions that Mak-
ki emphasized were: What are spaces 
women occupy in mosques? How do 
we build mosques so that everyone is 
served? How should we segregate? She 
talked about the third space, a place 

that is neither the home nor the mosque 
where people come together to pray. An 
example of such is the Ta’leef space. It al-
lows for people to pray together and to 
learn together outside the mosque.

Her advice to the youth is to remain 
engaged with the mosque so that the 
people in the mosque positively engage 
them.

Makki continued on to give brief 
descriptions of Muslim women who 
opened their homes to visiting scholars, 
who were dedicated to philanthropy and 
building schools, who used their wealth 
to provide comfort to traveling Muslims 
on the holy pilgrimage, etc.

Makki described the modern-day defi-
nition of feminism and how there was no 
such concept in the early Islamic period. 
At the time women were not feminists, 
just Muslim women scholars. Muslim 
women scholars were teachers to prom-
inent and influential figures like Imam 
Malik and Imam Shafi. A woman start-
ed the longest functioning university. A 
Muslim sister founded Cordoba Mosque 
in Spain. Queen Zubaida, one of the best 
known Abbasid princesses, opened a 
space for elites in the community to 
share thoughts. Her palace employed a 
hundred female maids who were edu-
cated in the memorization of the Holy 
Qur’an.

Makki closed by rationalizing that 
having female scholarship restores di-
vine balance because God created every-
thing in pairs. If we don’t restore balance 
we won't get fruits of divine balance. 
SubhanAllah.

#mindblown #MuslimwomenareAwe-
some #Guysneedahistorylesson 

#AllahisGreat

Female Scholarship
 in Islam

...with Hind MakkiSaadia Gaziuddin 
Guest Writer

Makki Graduated from Brown University and is a leadership associate at the Interfaith Youth Core where she has developed and implements the One Chicago, 
One Nation program (http://crcc.usc.edu/initiatives/amcli/hind-makki.html). 

For more information on Ta’leef classes in Chicago, please visit http://www.taleefcollective.org/taleef-chicago-summer-classes/
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Am I My Neighbor’s Keeper?
Zainab Bozai | Guest Writer

“In Islam the con-
cept of the neighbor 
is about the commu-
nity in general, not 
just the one who is 

right next to you.”

dren and blamed the leader, Umar, not knowing that she was 
talking to him, for not taking care of her. He then saw it as his 
responsibility to provide her with food and supplies because 
he knew that she was holding him accountable for not hav-
ing enough food to feed her family. In Islam, those with more 
power are more accountable on the Day of Judgement because 
they have more power to effect change. This was an example 
of a ruler who saw himself as a person of service, not someone 
who needed to be served. The second was also a companion 

of the Prophet (PBUH): a wealthy merchant 
by the name of Abdur Rahman ibn Awf who 
was known for his ability to make money. By 
the time the Prophet (PBUH) passed away, 
Abdur Rahman had amassed a large amount 
of wealth. When Aisha (RA) heard the loud 
noise of Abdur Rahman’s caravan because of 
how much wealth was in it, she remembered 
that the Prophet (pbuh) had said that Ab-
dur Rahman would enter heaven crawling. 
When Abdur Rahman heard this, he gave his 

whole caravan away in charity because he just wanted to enter 
heaven walking. He was able to give everything of his away 
because he didn’t allow his wealth to consume him. Entering 
heaven with dignity was more important to him.

The first thing we can do to build a strong community 
where people have each others’ backs is to reach out to our 
neighbors and simply talk to them. People often fear what 
they don’t know. Most people get all their information about 
what Muslims are like from mass media and form all kinds of 
misconceptions. If we just talk to them and get to know them, 
we can show them that we have more commonalities than dif-
ferences. As Muslims, we have to make the first step and fulfill 
the rights our neighbors have over us. It’s not as hard as it 
seems. Arroyo mentioned it’s as easy as going door to door 
and inviting everyone over for brunch. Simple things like this 
create long lasting relationships that are the foundation of a 
safe and happy neighborhood.

After a successful morning of making 840 lunches for the un-
derprivileged in Chicago, alhamdulillah, we were graced with 
the wonderful presence of Edmund Arroyo who spoke about 
building strong communities through fulfilling the rights of 
our neighbors. Arroyo spoke about how much importance our 
faith gives to service and being a good neighbor. He mentioned 
multiple ahadith that refer to your neighbor. A specific hadith 
he mentioned said that stealing from your neighbor is worse 
than stealing from ten other people. An example he gave of 
a good neighbor was his wife’s grandfather 
who lived in India in a community that was 
half Muslim and half Hindu. For his whole 
life he made a commitment to never cook 
beef in his house out of respect for his Hindu 
neighbor. In Islam the concept of the neigh-
bor is about the community in general, not 
just the one who is right next to you. It be-
gins with your parents. Some people think 
that parents become a burden when they 
get older, but in Islam we have to serve our 
parents because they served us when we were younger and 
they have that right over us.  Then when you get married, it’s 
about serving your spouse. He emphasizes the importance of 
approaching marriage not with the mindset of what you can 
get out of this relationship, but rather how you can serve your 
spouse and be the best spouse.

An aspect of service is giving charity. Arroyo highlighted 
that in Islam it’s okay to be wealthy, as long as you don’t let 
the world and your wealth enter your heart. Keep it in your 
hand and know that you can lose it at any moment and you’ll 
be happy because you can use it to benefit others and your-
self. Once you allow it to become part of who you are, then 
giving some of it away hurts because it’s as if you’re giving 
away a part of yourself. Arroyo gave two examples of such 
people. The first was Umar ibn Al- Khattab who, as a caliph, 
was known to go out and be amongst the people as much as 
possible so that he could see what the state of the commu-
nity was. He met a woman who was unable to feed her chil-
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Entertainment Night, one of IAW’s 
most anticipated events, was a great 
success alhamdulillah. It was a night 
filled with fun, creative, and inspiration-
al performances led by many talented 
individuals from the MSA. Although the 
event unexpectedly stretched to 4 hours 
in length, it was still not sufficient to il-
lustrate the sheer amount of talent that 
exists within the MSA. There are many 
memorable highlights which still remain 
in the hearts and minds of the attend-
ees. The event commenced with Loyola 
MSA’s first and original acapella group. 
This group of 8 brothers immediately 
raised the standard with their impecca-
ble execution and synchronization. They 
started a unique idea which will remain 
for many more Entertainment Nights 
to come. For those who missed this ex-
ceptional performance, the video can be 
found on Loyola MSA’s Facebook page. 

Thereafter, the event followed through 
with many videos, guest performances, 
and talk/game shows. This includes re-
corded vocal and guitar covers, comedic 
videos such as, a sisters’ impersonation 
of what happens on the brother’s side of 
the musallah, “MSA Stereotypes”, “The 
Sister’s Hashtag Video”, “First World 
Problems”, and a video portraying the 
absurdity of translating Bollywood 
songs into English, all of which were 
very-well put together and enjoyable 
to watch. Guest performances included 
2 representatives from Loyola’s Acting 
and Speech team. These two talented in-
dividuals moved the audience with their 
prepared and extemporaneous skits 
as well. The MCs did a phenomenal job 
with keeping the audience alive despite 
the event going into the late hours of 
the night. They organized comedic talk 
shows, a couple rounds of “Who Wants 
to Be a Millionaire”, a brothers beard 
contest, and a flappy bird contest. These 

quick skits provided breaks for the audi-
ence from strings of performances and 
videos. 

After the half-time break, the event 
moved forward with a sister performing 
a live sign language version of a Muslim 
interpretation of the song titled “Friday”. 
It was a very unique and entertaining 
performance as well. Another highlight-
ed performance was a violin duet by two 
sisters. They performed famous musical 
tunes, the Mario Bros., Harry Potter, and 
Avatar to name a few. It was definitely one 
of the star performances of the night. As 
the event progressed into its final stage, 
a live performance was done by myself 
where I gave my departing words to the 
audience as a long-time participant and 
Loyola Alumus thereafter continuing my 
performance with a 10 nasheed mash-
up in 5 different languages. This was 
succeeded by dynamic nasheed cousin 
duo Syed Ali Nasaruddin and myself who 
performed a nasheed together with Ali 
providing primary vocals and duff and 
me with secondary vocals. Thereafter, a 
surprise guest performance was done by 
Sumeed Manzoor, a prospestive Loyola 
student who blew the minds of the au-
dience with his exceptional Yo-Yo skills. 
Although very late into the event, his 
performance awoke the audience and 
brought them back into the show. As the 
event crossed into its final two skits, the 
MCs called MSA President Laith Elkurd 
onto the stage and distracted him as two 
brothers came from behind and pie-ed 
him. It was a practical joke which was 
long overdue for Mr. President. And at 
the very end, a short glimpse was tak-
en at a full-length feature film made by 
Anas Gandhi and myself titled “The Final 
Quest”. Although intended as a parody 
about Islami-Quest, the video ended on a 
serious note to drive home the main pur-
pose of life. As Anas Gandhi stated “Time, 
people, and the environment change, 
but the quest (to paradise) remains the 

same”. For those who missed the short 
screening, the film can also be found on 
Loyola’s MSA Facebook page. The entire 
night was an overall success. In addition, 
all the performances and videos were 
recorded and will be put up on Loyola 
MSA’s youtube channel and the Loyola 
MSA website as soon as time permits.  

I have always loved Entertainment 
Night and the performances which are 
given by our fellow Muslim brothers 
and sisters. This event truly brings out 
hidden talents which you may not have 
known about an individual in any other 
setting. It is an event that allows us to 
gather and enjoy a night of creativity, joy, 
and inspiration. 

Before I end this article, I would just 
like to take a moment to say my farewell. 
I did try to give my departing words 
during my performance but it was al-
ready really late in the night when had 
I come onto the stage. Hence, I was ex-
tremely tired and may not have con-
veyed my last words in the manner that 
I wanted to. Nevertheless, I would like 
to take this opportunity to do just that. 
I have participated in the Entertainment 
Night since my freshman year and my 
experience has been great, Alhamdulil-
lah. It seems like only a few weeks ago 
that I had my debut in the IAW 2010 Tal-
ent Show and that I had just gotten used 
to being known as “The Nasheed Guy” 
(Ali stole my title). I honestly did believe 
that my senior year performance was go-
ing to be my last but it turned out that 
I was going to accept a research offer at 
Loyola for another year, through which I 
got the opportunity to stick around lon-
ger and be a part of this year’s unique 
talent show. However, this year I am al-
most certain that I won’t be able to par-
ticipate in next year’s talent show. In Sha 
Allah, I will be moving on from Loyola to 
new beginnings. But then again you nev-
er know, another solo, another quest, or 
the original MSAcapella just may make 

Entertainment Night Highlights
Mohammed Nooruddin 
Guest Writer
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a surprise appearance next year. It also 
just so happened that I was a part of mul-
tiple things in this year’s Entertainment 
Night. MSAcapella, solo nasheed, duet 
nasheed, “MSA Stereotype” video, and 
of course “The Final Quest” film. It’s the 
reason why Anas Gandhi likes to dub this 
year’s Entertainment Night as “Noorud-
din Night”. It felt like as if I happened 
to take part in all these performances/
videos because this truly was my last ap-
pearance, and I enjoyed every moment 
of it. 

On a final note, I would just like to 
thank the Loyola MSA for always doing a 
great job with organizing all their events, 
especially during IAW week when it gets 
quite hectic and stressful. I have bene-
fitted much more from the MSA than I 
can convey in words. I thank the MSA for 
letting me participate in their Entertain-
ment Night these last 5 years and I hope 
you all have enjoyed my nasheed perfor-
mances and that they were worth your 
time. I pray that our MSA continues to be 
blessed with such talented individuals 
and that we continue to move forward 
as one unit in a direction which will be 
beneficial for us all. And I pray that Al-
lah SWT forgive us for our shortcomings 
and continues to shower his mercy and 
blessings upon us as we strive to better 
ourselves in this Final Quest of life. I ask 
you all to please forgive me for anything 
which I have said that offend anyone in 
my time here at Loyola as well as for my 
shortcomings. May Allah SWT grant us 
the highest level of Jannah (Paradise) 
and may we all gather there and recall 
such precious moments. May Allah SWT 
protect us and may he grant us, aameen, 
in sha Allah. I leave you now in the hands 
of my cousin, Syed Ali Nasaruddin, who 
I know will keep the legacy of nasheeds 
alive and well for the years to come in 
sha Allah. Jazakallahu Khair Loyola MSA 
for all the amazing memories and mo-
ments.  I will keep you all in my duas and 
I humbly request that you all keep me 
in yours as well and pray for my wellbe-
ing and success in all aspects of this life 
and the next. It’s been a great 5-year run 
Loyola, until next time, in sha Allah. 

Wa As Salaamu Alaykum, 
(Noor-Un-Nikaah)               

...CONT’D

“Without further ado, here is Dr. Rami Nashabsjdjefnsruvni.” Cue applause and 
weird looks. Dr. Nashashibi (na-sha-shi-bi) gave, arguably, the most insightful Islam 
Awareness Week Culmination Dinner speeches I have ever heard. Speaking on his 
background as the executive director of IMAN (Inner-City Muslim Action Network 
- you guys should read up on the awesome work this organization has done), Dr. Na-
shashibi gave insight on his current projects in the South Side such as working with 
Muslim and non-Muslim shop owners to wean out selling alcohol and substituting 
other means of revenue - a clear indication IMAN is here to assist in its community 
for the long haul. He also acknowledged the diversity in our audience, mentioning 
the efforts other faith traditions have made in support of the community. It would be 
unfair to limit any summary of Dr. Nashashibi’s speech here, so stop reading and go 
watch his lecture online, now. 

One facet of the night to work on in the future is how prayer accommodations are 
fitted into the program. The event was scheduled to start at 7 pm, with a break for 
prayer once Maghrib sets in (roughly 7:20). However, given the large audience we had, 
for many from other schools, older guests (parents, faculty, etc.) and non-Muslims, the 
break for prayer was very inopportune and disruptive from the schedule of the night. 
So much so, that two uncles openly voiced their criticisms at the late start of praying 
Maghrib while many of the audience waited in Damen MPR for the program to con-
tinue. My advice to the organizers of the night is to begin the program after prayer. 
This way, the event can be advertised for 7:30 pm, with Maghrib prayer offered at 
7:xx (before the pro-
gram); now, those 
who would like to 
attend the congre-
gational prayer may 
do so and those who 
would not like to 
take part will not be 
burdened by the ser-
vice. 

Additionally, MSA 
decided to change 
the program order 
of the Culmination Dinner from previous years, by now offering dinner at the conclu-
sion of the speech. In my experience, this worked out relatively well; though the delay 
in beginning the program and length of the speech (not a fault which can be attribut-
ed to Dr. Nashashibi) were major setbacks in the success of the night. I would like 
to see this current program schedule in the future, with the conditions the program 
begins on time, and a short speech is allotted for the guest speaker, to accommodate 
the day long hunger many students keep to prepare for the food of the night (catered 
from Usmania Fine Dining and Hala Inn). 

All in all, the Culmination Dinner was a great way to finish Islam Awareness Week 
on our campus and was a medium for many diverse members of our communities to 
come together and commemorate the hard work of many individuals and the time 
others took out to attend the programs. Let’s say a loud salawaat and ask Allah (SWT) 
to bless our campus with mercy and our endeavors with success. Allaahumma salli 
alaa Muhammadin wa aali Muhammad. 

Rizwan Khan | Staff Writer

IAW Culmination
Dinner
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Creating a Safe MSA

Ustadh Usama Canon comes to Chi-
cago every month, but last month he 
blessed Loyola by giving us advice on 
a topic that was becoming more and 
more discussed among the members 
of MSA. When looking to improve any-
thing, one must have a goal in mind. Ev-
eryone in the MSA had their own vision 
for what they wanted the MSA to be but 
Ustadh Usama came and helped us or-
ganize our thoughts.

Ustadh Usama started off straight 
to the point and made it very personal 
to our MSA by asking us the bare min-
imum we require to be part of the MSA 
and the bare minimum that we require 
from members. This public minimum 
was contrasted to the concept of the 
private maximum. The private maxi-

Ali Nasaruddin | Staff Writer

Art Corner

- (TOP) By Shahid Barkat.  Jannatul Baqi, “Ev-
eryone shall taste death. And only on the day of 

Resurrection shall you be paid your wages in 
full. And whoever is removed away from the fire 
and admitted to Paradise he indeed is successful. 

The life of this world is only the enjoyment of 
deception” (3:185)

- (TOP) 
By Shaziya Barkat. 

Mumbai, India.
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mum is your own level of faith. Ustadh 
Usama emphasized that we all have 
different private maximums and that 
we should work on those private maxi-
mums. However, we should not take that 
and impose it on people to turn it into a 
public maximum. When we do that, we 
exclude a large group of people and that 
is when you see dwindling numbers and 
half-hearted attendance from many in 
the community.

He challenged us to think outside our 
comfort zone with different scenarios 
when deciding our public minimum and 
encouraged the shura (MSA board) to 
continue this discussion. The talk lasted 
for a couple of hours but most will attest 
to the fact that the crowd was craving 
more. Some of the audience members 
asked questions related and unrelat-
ed to the topic. The questions included 
highly “controversial” questions such as 
the topic of the death penalty and the Is-
lamic science of Sufism. Other questions 
asked about what to do when your home 
as a safe space has the parents’ private 
maximum enforced upon you. He gave 

us examples of how that can be dan-
gerous and that we have to make sure 
that we are not putting our faith at risk 
by making negotiables into non-nego-
tiables. He also strongly emphasized 
respecting your parents and making 
sure that you are not unnecessarily 
doing anything that bothers or hurts 
them out of any sense of rebellion or 
self-righteousness.

As if this event was not enough, it 
ended with Brother Louis Dornseifer 
taking his shahadah (declaration of 
faith) with Ustadh Usama. The crowd 
huddled around him and witnessed an 
amazing and beautiful oath that Louis 
made to God and the oath Ustadh Usa-
ma said we made to Louis by the mere 
fact of us witnessing to help him in any 
way possible.

Overall, Ustadh Usama’s lecture was 
one of the best lectures that I have been 
to as well as the most relevant to the 
audience. Ustadh Usama did an amaz-
ing job and I look forward to inviting 
him again during his monthly visits to 
Chicago.



Thank You, Allah
Anonymous
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In my nineteen years of experience, 
in the different parts of the Chicagoland 
area, around the time of Rabi’al-Aww-
al, our communities have a tendency to 
start dividing and fighting more than 
they already do. These arguments focus 
on the mawlid. After spending years try-
ing to find well-qualified and depend-
able teachers, I was finally able to bring 
peace at least in my heart; InshaAllah 
may God bring peace into our commu-
nities as well.

The word “mawlid” is an Arabic word 
meaning birth. The division occurs be-
tween people who celebrate the birth 
of the Prophet (S) and those who call 
it shirk (polytheism) or bidah (innova-
tion) or both.

Unfortunately, a majority of this divi-
sion and argumentation is among peo-
ple who are in 
no way quali-
fied to be hav-
ing discourses 
about religion 
due to simple 
lack of knowl-
edge and ho-
listic under-
standing that 
our beloved 
scholars have spent decades trying to 
achieve. Lack of humility is a huge cause 
of the discord in our fragmented com-
munities. The celebration of the mawlid 
has been ongoing for over a thousand 
years and, according to Dr. Umar Faruq 
AbdAllah, no Hanafi, Maliki, Hanbali or 
Shafi’i scholar has ever said anything 
about the mawlid except that it is a very 
good thing to do. My next question for 
my teachers was what even goes on in 
these mawlids? 

The mawlid is an occasion of festivity, 
joy and gratitude. It is incumbent for all 
Muslims to feel joy and be grateful for 
the birth of the Prophet (S). Addition-
ally, the expression of gratitude for the 
mawlid through gatherings that we see 
today is seen as a great thing to do by 
consensus of the scholars. The mawlid, 
as an expression of gratitude, is an act 

that has been approved by a majority of 
Sunni scholars consists of the gathering 
and reading the shamail (qualities) of 
the Prophet (S), the seerah (life) of the 
Prophet (S) singing poetry in praise of 
him (S) among other acts that connect 
us with Allah (SWT) and His beloved (S). 
The mawlid is a formal name for some-
thing that we are commanded to do: be 
grateful for the blessings that Allah be-
stows upon us. What greater blessing is 
there besides the Prophet (S)?

Dr. Abdul Hakim Murad says he (S) is 
“ni’matul-kubra,” or the greatest bless-
ing. Shaykh Hamza Yusuf reminds us 
that we are to be grateful and feel joy 
and happiness with Allah’s blessings. If 
we don’t feel happiness with what Allah 
has given us, then there is something 
deficient in our hearts. The mawlid 

celebrates the birth of 
the Prophet (S), or in 
other words, the com-
ing of the Mercy to the 
Worlds (S) to us by the 
mercy of Allah (SWT). 
It is the day that Allah 
(SWT) granted us the 
greatest favor upon us. 
The Prophet (S) coming 
to this earth is the way 

that Allah (SWT) taught us everything. 
Whatever guidance we have is thanks 
to Allah sending us the Prophet (S). We 
would be lost in a dark abyss with no-
where to go if Allah had not blessed us 
with the Prophet (S). Allah (SWT) tells 
us in Surah Anbiya in ayah 107, “And we 
have not sent you (O Muhammad) ex-
cept as a mercy to the universe.”

The Prophet (S) himself celebrat-
ed the mawlid as narrated in Bukhari. 
When the Prophet (S) was asked why he 
fasted on Mondays, the Prophet (S) said 
that it is because he was born on that 
day. This is a form of the mawlid. Ra-
sulAllah (S) tells us that, “You have not 
tasted the sweetness of faith until Allah 
and His messenger are more beloved to 
you that your own self.” The mawlid, the 
scholars say, is a way of taking our love 
for Allah (SWT) and His beloved (S) and 

turning it from a mundane lip service 
into something real. When the Sahabah, 
in the battle of Uhud, jumped in front of 
the Prophet (S) so that the Prophet (S) 
is not harmed, that is a level of love that 
we aim to achieve. That jumping in front 
of the Prophet (S) and taking the arrows 
to their own selves and protecting the 
Prophet (S) is a mawlid. We are so far 
away from Allah and His messenger that 
the scholars say that the mawlid is one 
of the best ways to melting our hearts 
and connecting ourselves with Allah 
and His prophet. The sole purpose is to 
increase our love and bring it to the level 
of those Sahabah whose love manifested 
itself into reality.

Shaykh Hamza Yusuf says beautiful-
ly that using an alarm clock to wake up 
for fajr is a bidah, an innovation. The 
Prophet(S) never did it nor did the Saha-
bah. They woke up on their own for fajr. 
However, using the alarm clock to get up 
for fajr is a type of innovation that does 
not conflict with the principles of Islam 
and actually helps us gain nearness to 
Allah(SWT) by virtue of getting up for 
our prayer. Similarly, the mawlid is our 
alarm clock. It wakes up our hearts and 
allows us to come closer to Allah(SWT) 
and His beloved prophet(S).

As long as nothing going on in these 
mawlids goes against our core princi-
ples, there is nothing but benefit for us 
in these gatherings. And it is important 
that the thankfulness to Allah for send-
ing us His beloved messenger(S) not 
be restricted to only once a year. Once 
a year is better than never, but our aim 
should be that we are grateful in every 
breathing moment.

I end this reflection with a command 
of Allah to all believers as recorded in 
Surah Ahzab, ayah 56 “Verily, Allah and 
His angels send blessings and greetings 
on the Prophet. O you who believe, send 
blessings and greetings of peace upon 
him abundantly!” And verily God is 
All-Knowing.



Umrah Diaries
My First Look 
“Don’t look up until you feel the 

sun on your face,” said Brother Wis-
am Sharieff, my Umrah tour guide. 
I walked head down until the white 
marble floor beamed with bright rays 
and the heat radiated on my face. We 
were extremely close. This was it. I 
couldn’t believe I was here, at the epi-
center at which billions of people from 
all over the world face 5 times a day. I 
took a breath and looked up. The Kaa-
ba’s intricate golden door faced us, the 
black cloth wrapped around it, wait-
ing. No matter how much I try, words 
honestly cannot describe the beauty 
of it. That is just something each one 
of us has to experience on our own In-
shAllah. 

Medina 
There was something peaceful 

about the breeze in Medina. I fell in 
love with the city the minute I stepped 
in. I loved hearing the adhaan pen-
etrate loudly through the air as ev-
eryone left their work and the dunya 
behind to fill the streets and head to-
wards Masjid al-Nawabi. It was one 
of the most beautiful sights I’ve seen. 
The mosque of the Prophet (S) was 
something else. The ceilings of the 
masjid would slide open, allowing the 
sun to filter through. The feeling of 
praying in Riyaad ul-Jannah (Gardens 
of Paradise) under the Green Dome, 
only a distance away from the raw-
dah (Prophet’s tomb) is indescribable. 
Not only that, but the local people of 
Medina are beyond compassionate. 
They would offer us food as we walked 
through the streets and refuse to take 
payment when we used a taxi, asking 
for just a dua instead. When a friend 
of mine did not have enough money on 
her to pay for some abayas, the store 
owner told her to take the abayas and 
return to pay him back whenever she 
got the chance. This is definitely some-
thing I haven’t seen here in the states, 

Shaziya Barkat | Newsletter Coordinator
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and the hospitality made it even more 
unique than it already was. No wonder 
this is the city that welcomed the Proph-
et (S).

The Boat Sails On 
It was early in the morning on Jumu’ah 

day. She was sitting in the row ahead of 
me in Masjid Al-Haram. Tiny and cute, 
with a black hijab and black abaya, and 
a Hello Kitty watch around her wrist, 
she seemed to be around the age of sev-
en or so. Now and then, she would turn 
and smile at my sister and I, and then 
shy away. As she turned back to me once 
more, I thought I should try to make con-
versation with her. The only problem 
was she spoke Arabic. My ability to car-
ry a conversation in Arabic is extremely 
limited, but what I soon came to realize 
is that even with a language barrier, Is-
lam has a way of connecting people, sub-
hanAllah. Through hand signals, facial 
expressions, and laughs, I found out her 
name was Bayan. My sister pulled out a 
piece of paper and started making pa-
per boats, and then handed them to her. 
Bayan was amazed. So for a time after, 
we taught her how to make paper boats, 

step by step, using no words. She was 
eventually making them herself, run-
ning around the masjid unable to con-
tain her excitement, and teaching oth-
ers her new found ability. Even though 
it was something so minute, I realized 
that each of us can learn something 
from others, despite our barriers in 
culture, ethnicity, or language. That 
despite our differences, Islam brings 
forth one united ummah that can con-
nect with one another. And that wasn’t 
the last time we saw Bayan. A few days 
later, we were in Masjid al-Nawabi in 
Medina. Sitting just a few rows ahead 
of my sister, among the crowd, was a 
tiny little girl with a paper boat. Sub-
hanAllah. 



Continued: Umrah Diaries

Dear Mufti...
 ...with Mufti Abrar Mirza

1. When an MSA is so gender segregated, young Muslims take away from that inability to talk to the opposite gen-
der appropriately. When an MSA acts this way, people adapt these situations to social judgment and rejection. Often 
times, Muslims, unable to cope with the social pressure of gender separation, end up inappropriately committing 
zinnah and losing control. What can we do as an MSA from preventing this to occur? Is MSA’s role to act as a com-
pletely perfect entity? Where does human error add up in that?

2. Does Allah SWT forgive someone because someone else has made a sincere dua? (e.g. If a brother were to ask 
for forgiveness for another brother). What if that “other” brother is under the wrath of Allah (SWT) because of 
something he did, will he be forgiven?

The MSA should provide an Islamic environment for stu-
dents to learn about their religion. It should address perti-
nent topics, including the laws and etiquette surrounding 
gender interaction. Students should learn the ideals, as well 
as receive practical suggestions and advice. When faced with 
challenges, the students will be equipped with the knowledge 
to react appropriately. Sins are not often committed due to a 
person’s lack of knowledge; they are mostly committed due 
to the person’s choice of not acting upon his or her knowl-

edge. The logic that gender separation could actually con-
tribute to inappropriate relations is faulty and against the 
guidance provided by the Quran, which advocates not even 
coming close to fornication through minimizing gender inter-
action and providing etiquette when interaction is necessary. 
The MSA’s role, as is the role of community leaders and was 
the role of the Prophets (peace be upon them), is to convey 
the message and guide towards the right path. It does not 
control the outcome.

Allah Ta’ala informs us that if we 
call Him, he will respond. At the 
same time, Allah Ta’ala commands 
us not to despair from His mercy, 
as He forgives all sins. A person 
should never assume that he or, 
even worse, another person is un-
der the wrath of Allah Ta’ala. Once 

a person sincerely repents, our hope 
is that Allah Ta’ala will forgive him. 
Hence, any sincere du’a for forgive-
ness, whether for oneself or others 
and irrespective of the amounts of 
sins, will be accepted by Allah Ta’ala, 
as promised by Him in the Quran.
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Just Some of the 
Things I Learned... 

...are that no matter how diverse we are, 
Islam brings us together in an astonish-
ing way. That it doesn’t matter that the 
Malaysian sister sitting next to me in 
the masjid has a different background 
than I do; we are both descendants 

from Adam 
(a). It doesn’t 
matter that I 
couldn’t com-
municate with 
her because 
of the differ-
ent languag-

es we speak; rather we both stood up to 
recite in unison to one single beautiful 
language. Despite the different clothes 
we wear, Ihram throws away any notion 
of differences in our wealth or status, em-
phasizing that we are all equal in the sight 
of Allah except in terms of righteousness. 
As the Prophet (saw) said in his last fare-
well speech on the Mount Arafat, 

“All mankind is from Adam and Eve. An 
Arab has no superiority over a non-Arab, 
nor does a non-Arab have any superiority 

over an Arab; white has no superiority 
over black, nor does a black have any 

superiority over white; [none have supe-
riority over another] except by piety and 
good action. Learn that every Muslim is 
a brother to every Muslim and that the 

Muslims constitute one brotherhood.”

Despite our diversity, our faith con-
nects us in such a way where no bar-
rier can restrict us from learning from 
one another. Take the opportunity of 
meeting a Muslim who may not have 
the same lifestyle as you do. Learn 
from them and pass it along; keep the 
boat sailing on. 

And the current of tawaaf will also 
continue to flow on. It is in that mo-
ment, when you walk around the Kaa-
ba in a crowd of thousands of different 
faces, that you lose yourself. But it is in 
that moment, when you walk around 
the Kaaba in a crowd of thousand of 
different faces, that you find yourself.



tion.” He asked: “And who is this?” The 
man replied: “Allah invited me to fast, 
and I fasted.” al-Hajjaj asked: “On this 
very hot day?” The man replied: “Yes. I 
am fasting it in anticipation of a much 
hotter day.” al-Hajjaj said: “So, eat today 
and fast tomorrow.” The man replied: 
“Only if you can guarantee that I will live 
until tomorrow.” al-Hajjaj said: “This isn’t 
in my hands.” The man said: “How can 
you ask me to do something now when 
there is something of the future that isn’t 
in your hands?”

And Ibn ‘Umar went on a trip once 
with some companions, and they saw 
a sheep-herder who they invited to eat 
with them. He said: “I am fasting,” and 
Ibn ‘Umar said: “You are fasting in heat 
like this, and while you are between all 
these plants and sheep?” The herder 
replied: “I’m taking advantage of my re-
maining days.” Ibn ‘Umar was impressed 
by this reply and said: “Can you sell one 
of your sheep to us? We’ll feed you from 
its meat when you break your fast, and 
we’ll also pay you for it.” The herder said: 
“It doesn’t belong to me. It belongs to my 

master.” Ibn ‘Umar said: “What would 
your master say if you told him that it 
was eaten by a wolf?” The herder raised 
his finger to the sky and said: “What 
about Allah?” Ibn ‘Umar kept repeating 
this phrase that the herder was saying, 
and when he got to the city, he went to 
the herder’s owner and bought him and 
his sheep from him. He then freed the 
herder and gave him his sheep as a gift

And Ruh bin Zinba’ was traveling be-
tween Makkah and Madinah on a very 
hot day. A herder living on a mountain 
approached him, and he said to him: “O 
herder, come eat with me.” The herd-
er said: “I’m fasting.” Ruh said: “You’re 
fasting in this heat?” The herder replied: 
“Should I let my days pass by in vain?” 

Read the full article at ilmgate.org

The Virtues of Fasting in the Summer
An excerpt from Lata’if al-Ma’arif
By Imam Ibn Rajab al-Hanbali (ra)

“…And from the acts of worship 
whose reward is multiplied during the 
heat is fasting, and this is because of the 
thirst that one experiences in the mid-
day heat. This is why Mu’adh bin Jabal 
expressed regret on his deathbed that 
he would no longer experience this mid-
day thirst, as did other early Muslims.
And it was related that Abu Bakr would 
fast in the summer and not fast in the 
winter, and 
‘Umar advised 
his son ‘Ab-
dullah on his 
deathbed: “Try 
to obtain the 
characteristics 
of faith,” and 
the first one 
he mentioned was fasting in the intense 
summer heat.

And al-Qasim bin Muhammad said 
that ‘A’ishah would fast in the intense 
heat, and he was asked: “What drove her 
to do this?” He replied: “She would take 
advantage of the days before death.” And 
some of the righteous women would 
choose the hottest days and fast them, 
saying: “If the price is low, everyone will 
buy,” meaning that she wanted to do 
those actions that only a few were capa-
ble of due to how hard it was to do them, 
and this is indicative of the high aspira-
tions these women had.

And Abu Musa al-Ash’ari was on a 
boat, and he heard someone calling out: 
“O passengers, stand up!” And he said 
this three times. So, Abu Musa told him: 
“How can we stand up? Don’t you see 
where we are? How can we stand up?” 

SCHOLARLY ARTICLE

So, the caller said: “Let me tell you of a 
rule that Allah made upon Himself: who-
ever makes himself thirsty for Allah’s 
sake on a hot day has the right upon Allah 
to have his thirst quenched on the Day 
of Resurrection.” So, Abu Musa would 
search out the days that were so hot that 
one would feel he was being cooked, and 
he would fast those days.

Ka’b said that Allah `azza wa jal   said 
to Musa: “I made it incumbent upon My-
self that whoever is thirsty for My sake 
will have his thirst quenched on the Day 

of Resurrection,” 
and others said 
that it’s written 
in the Torah: 
“Glad tidings for 
whoever makes 
himself hungry 
in anticipation 
of the Great Day 

where he will have his hunger satisfied, 
and glad tidings for whoever makes 
himself thirsty in anticipation of the 
Great Day where he will have his thirst 
quenched.”
al-Hasan said: “A maiden of Paradise will 
speak to the Wali of Allah while he is 
laying with her on the shore of a river of 
honey in Paradise while she hands him a 
glass of the sweetest drink, and she will 
ask him: “Do you know what day Allah 
married me to you? He saw you on a long 
summer day while you were thirsty in 
the mid-day heat, and He called the An-
gels and said: “Look at My slave. He has 
left his wife and pleasure and food and 
drink for Me out of his desire for what 
I have for him. Bear witness that I have 
forgiven him,” and He forgave you on 
that day and married you to me.””
And when ‘Amir bin ‘Abd Qays went from 
Basrah to Sham, Mu’awiyah would ask 
him to tell him what he needed. He re-
fused to ask of him, and eventually said: 
“All I need is for you to return the heat 
of Basrah to me to make the fasting a bit 
harder, as it is too easy in your lands.”

And al-Hajjaj was on a journey be-
tween Makkah and Madinah. He pulled 
out his dinner and invited a bedouin to 
eat with him, and the bedouin said: “I 
have been invited by One who is better 
than you and I have accepted the invita-
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Stop for a moment. Carefully go over 
your past hour. Good. Now reflect on 
your past day. Better. Now, method-
ically break down your entire week. 
Did you find anything? A pattern? Be-
haviors? Nuances? Thought processes? 
Interactions? Have you ever wondered 
why exercising regularly is so difficult? 
Or perhaps why certain behaviors be-
come so debilitatingly ingrained into 
our psyche? If not, stop reading here. 
If so, you’ll find that we as individuals 
in this world are simply the sum of our 
habits. In The Power of Habit, New York 
Times investigative reporter, Charles 
Duhigg, masterfully plunges into the 
science of habits and the fascinating 
way that they control our lives.

Duhigg frequently refers to what 
psychologists term ‘habit loops.’ Quite 
a clever name considering that the na-
ture of habits is cyclic and leave you 
right back where you started without 
ever knowing that’s you moved. The 
formula is simple, ‘Cue, routine, re-
ward, cue, routine, reward.’ Imagine 
that you are in the library (or maybe 
you actually are in the library) and 
have been exhaustedly working on a 
term paper {cue}. The next thing you 
know is you find yourself holding your 
favorite carbonated beverage, knee-
deep in Facebook, and suddenly very 

Book Review: The Power of Habit
Laith Elkurd | Guest Writer

occupied with pictures of your brother’s 
friend’s uncle’s new car {routine}. A de-
ceptively short hour later as if some sort 
of tension has been released {reward}, 
you snap out of it and get back to work. 
What just happened?

In the year 1987 Aluminum Company 
of America, or Alcoa for short, hired for-
mer government bureaucrat Paul O’Neill 
as their new CEO. Only one short year 
later O’Neill was able to transform the 
fiscally stagnant Alcoa into a Dow Jones 
powerhouse, with a fivefold increase in 
annual revenue. More importantly, he 
was able to take a company made infa-
mous as having among the highest rates 
of workplace injury to one of the safest in 
the entire world. O’Neill made these rev-
olutionary transformations not by some 
kind of shrewd Wall Street wisdom but 
simply by taking aim at company wide 
habits.  Not just any habits, but ‘keystone 
habits’ that could transform the routine 
tendencies of an entire system.

““I knew I had to transform Alcoa...But 
you can’t order people to change. That’s 
not how the brain works… If I could start 
disrupting the habits around one thing, 
it would spread throughout the entire 
company.””

Do you or your family shop at Target? 
If so, take a closer look at the coupon 
book that comes in the mail. You’re prob-
ably thinking, “What? A coupon book? 
That’s harmless!” Target has cunningly 
advanced their shopper information da-
tabase to the point where their shopper 
profile “guest IDs” can systematically 
predict anything from pregnancies to 
political leanings far before even close 
family members ever have the slightest 
inkling. Target and many other corpo-
rations around the world have exploit-
ed the nature of shopping habits and 

manipulated them with concise, Big 
Brother-esque, couponery. “A series of 
experiments convinced marketers that 
if they managed to understand a par-
ticular shopper’s habits, they could get 
them to buy almost anything.” 

For humans living in a society and 
time of confusion and informational 
bombardment The Power of Habit is 
as relevant as ever. The short preludes 
from the text I have written above are 
just a few of those Duhigg uses in his 
attempt to understand the curious 
underpinnings of habits. If these ex-
amples and many others aren’t your 
particular cup of masala chai then un-
derstand that it essentially all comes 
down to how we can manipulate the 
information provided to better our-
selves. As we have grown accustomed 
to hearing, The All Knowing says in the 
Qur’an: “Indeed, Allah will not change 
the condition of a people until they 
change what is in themselves.” [Al-Ra’d 
: 11].

Habits, both good and bad, don’t just 
exist inevitably and generate sponta-
neously. In order to overpower bad 
habits, we have to make an effort to 
recognize the cue that triggers them 
and replace the routine that follows 
with something beneficial. To create 
good ones we must set systems in 
place that allow us to yearn for some 
sort of reward that outweighs the will-
power activation energy required to do 
something that we would rather not 
#orgoreference. Because, “Once you 
realize how a habit operates, you gain 
power over it.” So instead of habitu-
ally dropping $10.50 on lunch tomor-
row {cue}, pick up The Power of Habit 
{routine}, and enjoy an introspectively 
stimulating read {reward}.
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“This is a shout out for President 
Laith. Thanks for the effort you 
and all the other members have 
put in to make the MSA great. 
Why you flop on plans and I 
would just have you confess that 
you work for the FBI.”

“Adem Shuaipaj,
I remember meeting you freshman year and 
considering you as another one of Samer’s 
friends. Who knew that we would actually 

get closer in the coming years. Whether 
it was you insisting that I take your um-

brella or giving me the best college advice, 
you have always been there for me. Words 
cannot describe how supportive you have 
been. I am honored to have met you. I pray 

that you are successful at whatever you 
pursue and I hope that we will be in touch, 
even after you leave. You and your Jummah 

khutbahs will truly be missed.
-Ahad Bagasra”

“Rwaida Izar,
I don’t know where to begin. I met you my 
junior year, when Sarah wanted to bor-
row your lab coat. I remember thinking to 
myself that you will just be another MSA 
sister that I said hi to. Fortunately, that was 
not the case. Through all the madness and 
stress this past year, I have come to realize 
how blessed I am to have you as a friend. 
I can’t wrap my mind around the fact that 
you will be graduating this year. Remember 
our vent sessions, when I told you we won’t 
make it? Well, you have and I am so proud 
of you. Mabrook! Words can describe how 
much Wolfie and I will miss you!
With honor, Prince Ahad”

“Nuhie! You are honestly one of the sweetest 
people I have ever met and I’m so glad Relay 
brought us together four years ago because I 
don’t know what I would have done without 

you. I’m proud of everything you have accom-
plished and know that you will be the best 

teacher ever! I love you, cutie!”

“AMBREEN MAAN! 
You are crazy, hilari-
ous, sarcastic, strong, 
cute, smart, kind, in-

spirational and I LOVE 
YOU! Go forth and set 
the world on fire, but 
don’t forget us little 
people while you’re 

out there taking over 
the world :D”

“To the best big sister any freshie could 
have hoped for: Yara Shams <3. Thank 
you for being such a role model and a 
friend. Your smile will always stay with me 
(insh’Allah). You have such a loving spirit 
and have touched the hearts of so many, 
Alhamdulillah. I love you!
xoxo, your lil sister”

“#Zeba
Why do you gotta leave and be this way? 
Come on now... I haven’t even had your 
chai yet.
#youbetterknowyou’llbemissed #is-
tillwantthatchai #weshallmeetagain 
#onatrain #chaiyachaiyaa”

“Sarah & Sujud,
You two are such a dream 

team, mash’Allah! Your friend-
ship is so beautiful and I don’t 
think I can function without 

your dynamic duo around next 
year. Please visit---OFTEN! 

Keep smiling. <3 lots of love, 
Lyba”

“Farah!!!
Spending my first two years at Loyola with 
you has been amazing! I would have been a 
lost freshmen soul last year if you weren’t 
there to guide me every step of the way! 

Love you and I’ll miss you cuzzo!
The better Bozai

(aka Zainab)”

“Shaziya!! 
Best of luck 
during the 
next few 
years! We will 
miss you and 
your many 
talents at 
Loyola!”

“Dear Nuhie, <3 
Keep smiling. You’re 

beautiful!”

“Shaziyaaa,
Why are you in the pharm 
program? Two years was not 
enough :(. iA, we’ll hang out a 
bunch this summer and even 
once school starts. Why do you 
live so far away? You better visit 
me over the summer. Don’t get 
too busy.
Shifa “

“Saadia Geee,
I think YOU are the next Oprah!
Love, Lyba”

“Yara! You’re such an amaz-
ing person, I wish you all the 
best InshAllah in your future 
endeavors! You deserve noth-
ing but the best! <3”

“Ameir Barakat,
Gonna miss the 
tarneeb and just 

chillin at your 
place. You ain’t 

just my brother in 
Islam.”

“Laith,
I love it whenever I see Laith, 
cuz it just increases my faith.”

17 SHOUTOUTS

As another year comes to an end, we look back at all the memories we 
made and all the people who affected us. MashAllah, Loyola’s MSA is 
made up of some very influential and wonderful people, some of whom 
leave us this year with more of an impact than they acknowledge. Here 
are some shoutouts to our graduating class of 2014:



“Sarah Choudhry,
The first time I met you, you were creepily watching 
me sign up for the MSA Listserve during the Org Fair 
my freshman year. Then you asked me if I was Wara 
and I replied yes. I was so creeped out I didn’t know 
what to do. When you talked about mutual friends 
from Alabama, your creepiness went away. Anyways 
since then, I have always considered you my big 
sister on campus. I have never told anyone this, but 
you are one of the people who inspired me to start 
wearing hijab. I thank you for always keeping me on 
the straight path when I go astray. You inspire me to 
let Islam lead my life and that family is always first. I 
will definitely miss seeing you and crashing at your 
place. Thank you for everything.
Your fellow FOB, little sister, and 5th roommate,
Wara”

“To all the sisters and 
brothers leaving,
May you find the great-
est ease in all of your 
endeavors and continue 
to inspire and give back 
to your communities. 
Alhamdulillah, this was 
an amazing year and it 
wouldn’t have been pos-
sible without you!
- Lyba Z. “

“Calling Batman,
First thing is first, MSA would not have been what it is without you. 
You have made it such an amazing year for all of us aH and mA. There 
are so much I admire about you and look up to you for. First of all, you 
never get angry. Even though I have messed up so many times and 
disappointed you, you never get mad. You always make me feel like 
I have done something when I know I haven’t. Second thing is your 
dedication and perseverance. You are so dedicated in everything that 
you do. Third, you are too sweet and you always are ready to help. 
Last but not least, you are a great friend and that is why everyone 
loves you. I do not know how MSA or even I will function without you. 
We will miss you, but I know you will save the world like you did with 
us iA. - Love, Robin”

“Waqar Ahsan,
Keep smiling. 
- Young Blood”

“Mariam Ethezaz,
I’m going to miss you so much :(. Who am I supposed to explore the 
city with now? Even though we didn’t really do a good job of that. 
Thank god you aren’t going to Boston. You better come visit me at 
least once a month from the Illinois School of Optometry! We still 
need to get ice cream with B and go to J’s place.
<3 S.”

“Laith,
You are so frikin’ adorable, 

mA.
-Everyone”  

“To all the sisters,
I hope y’all get great 

rishtas. 
Inshaa’Allah. “ 

“Dureshahwar,
Thanks for be-
ing so kind and 

helpful. I will 
miss you.

You know who I 
am ;)”

“SARAHHHHHHH
I AM GOING TO MISS 
YOU SOSOSOSOSOSO 
MUCH! WHY DID YOU 

GRADUATE HIGH 
SCHOOL EARLY?? YOU 
BETTER NOT MARRY 
A TEXAN AND MOVE 

THERE TOO. SERIOUS-
LY, YOU’RE NEXT. WHO 
AM I SUPPOSED TO BE 
FOBBY WITH NOW?? 

YOU’RE BREAKING MY 
HEART, SIKHANDAR.

-SHIFA”

“Salaam GUYS!!!!
I have only been here for a semester, but I feel 
like Allah swt has blessed me with a beautiful 
Loyola MSA FAMILY!!! So I just want to put this 
out there......
I’VE GOT A MAN CRUSH ON LAITH “THE 
PRESIDENT” ELKURD
His afro is too beautiful and I’ve fallen for both 
his personality and ‘fro. He’s beautiful on the 
inside and outside. His level of “haya” has got 
me singing ahhhhhh....ahhhhh
XOXO, Ali Uddin”

“Swagyub,
JazakAllah Khair for all the ad-
vice you give, but they’re just 
as useless as Rizwan’s advice.

#JK #TBH #I<3U
Btw, do you wanna marry her? 

We can make it happen.
Noor-un-nikkah”

“To Sujud
Su’jud!”

“Sujud,
To you and your 
secret life!”

“Rizwan
Rizzy, you 

say you hate 
the MSA but 
I know you 
still love us. 

We’ll miss you, 
COME BACK 
AND VISIT. 

PLEASE”

“Shoutout to Laith Elkurd for being such an amaz-
ing role model for me. He is a man who constantly 

sees room for improvement in himself. He is a 
man with beautiful balance in all things and I truly 

admire that. I’ve only known him for a couple of 
months but he has left a life-long lasting impact on 
me. He is someone who has a future that I believe 
is beyond comprehension for many of us. People 
like Laith are definitely not common and we are 

blessed to have someone special like him amongst 
us and leading us. Allah protect him and bless him. 

Aameen. -Syed Ali Nasaruddin”

Senior Shoutouts
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